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In [11], a new bound for the number of points on an algebraic curve over a "nite
"eld of odd order was obtained, and applied to improve previous bounds on the size
of a complete arc not contained in a conic. Here, a similar approach is used to show
that a complete arc in a plane of even order q has size q#2 or q!Jq#1 or less
than q!2Jq#6. To obtain this result, "rst a new characterization of a Hermitian
curve for any square q is given; more precisely, it is shown that a curve of su$ciently
low degree has a certain upper bound for the number of its rational points with
equality occurring in this bound only when the curve is Hermitian. Finally, another
application is given concerning the degree of the curve on which a unital can lie.
( 1999 Academic Press1. INTRODUCTION
The main result of this paper is the following theorem on the spectrum of
sizes for large complete k-arcs in PG(2, q) for q even.
THEOREM 1.1. ‚et K be a complete arc in PG (2, q), with q"2h and
q square, such that
k’G
q!2Jq#6 for q564,
q!2Jq#4"12 for q"16.393
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394 HIRSCHFELD AND KORCHMAD ROS„hen one of the following holds:
(i) k"q!Jq#1;
(ii) k"q#2.
The proof depends on the following result on the number of rational points
on an algebraic curve over F
q
.
THEOREM 1.2. ‚et C
n
be an absolutely irreducible, plane, algebraic curve of
genus g and degree n’1, de,ned over F
q
with q"ph and q square for p"2, 3.
Also, let N
0
be the number of non-singular F
q
-rational points on C
n
. If
G
2Jq!4’n for q’16,
2Jq!2’n for q416,
(1.1)
then
N
0
4n(q#2!n), (1.2)
with equality if and only if C
n
is Hermitian.
This result is an improvement for q even of [8, Theorem 10.6], where (1.1) is
replaced by the condition that Jq’n!1.
The link between complete arcs PG(2, q) and algebraic curves over F
q
is
given by Segre’s fundamental theorem [18; 8, Theorems 10.1, 10.4].
THEOREM 1.3. (i) „he kt"k(q#2!k) tangents through the points of
a k-arcK lie on an algebraic envelope !@ whose dual curve ! is of degree t or 2t
according as q is even or odd;
(ii) for q odd, the t tangents toK through a point P ofK each count twice
in the intersection of !@ with the pencil L
P
of lines through P;
(iii) the arc K is incomplete if and only if ! has a rational linear
component.
2. BACKGROUND ON ARCS
For all this material, see [8, Chaps. 7}10]. A k-arc K in PG(2, q), q"ph
and p prime, is a set of k points no three of which are collinear. An arc is
complete if it is maximal with respect to inclusion. A k-arc corresponds to
a [k, 3, k!2] maximum distance separable code of length k, dimension 3 and
minimum distance k!2; complete arcs correspond to codes that cannot
be extended. The maximum size of an arc is denoted by m(2, q) and the size
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showed that
m(2, q)"G
q#2 for q even,
q#1 for q odd.
(2.1)
The bound is achieved by a conic for q odd and by a conic plus the meet of its
tangents for q even. Conversely, Segre showed that for q odd a (q#1)-arc is
a conic. This theorem is a particular case of a more general theorem of Segre’s
[18], which shows that for q odd and k su$ciently large, namely for
k’q!1
4
Jq#7
4
, (2.2)
a k-arc is contained in a conic. An equivalent way of expressing this is to say
that
m@ (2, q)4q!1
4
Jq#7
4
. (2.3)
The constant was improved to 25
16
by Thas [21]. For q an odd power of p, the
result was signi"cantly improved by Voloch [22, 23]. For q prime,
m@ (2, q)444
45
q#8
9
, (2.4)
and for q"p2e‘1, p odd, e51,
m@ (2, q)4q!1
4
Jpq#29
16
p#1. (2.5)
Similar techniques were used in [10] to improve these upper bounds,
always when q is odd: for q"ph with p55,
m@(2, q)4q!1
2
Jq#5. (2.6)
A further improvement was given in [11]. Let q"ph with p53, and let
q"32e when p"3; if q5232 and qO36 or 55, then
m@ (2, q)4q!1
2
Jq#5
2
. (2.7)
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m@(2, q)4
i
g
j
g
k
q!22 when q"55 ,
q!9 when q"36 ,
q!9 when q"232 ,
q!5 when q"192 .
In the case of q even, Segre showed that
m@(2, q)4q!Jq#1; (2.8)
However, for q"22e, equality holds. An example of the corresponding
(q!Jq#1)-arc K
0
is obtained by taking any orbit of the group
S„q‘Jq‘1T, where „ is a cyclic projectivity (Singer cycle) of PG (2, q). The
tangents to the arc K
0
form the dual of the set of rational points of the
Hermitian curve U
2,q
given by the form XJq‘1#>Jq‘1#ZJq‘1 . For
further details, see [8, Theorems 4.41, 10.20], as well as [1}3, 5, 14, 15].
Voloch improved (2.8) for q"22e‘1, e51, to
m@(2, q)4q!J2q#2. (2.9)
Here, it will be shown that, if mA(2, q) is the third largest complete arc in
PG(2, q), then, again with q"22e and e’2,
mA(2, q)4q!2Jq#6.
For e"2, that is q"16, the value mA(2, 16)"12. The full list of sizes of
complete arcs in PG(2, 16) is
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 18.
3. BACKGROUND ON ALGEBRAIC CURVES
Let X be a projective, geometrically irreducible, non-singular, algebraic
curve de"ned over F
q
, with q"ph and p a prime. The celebrated Hasse}Weil
theorem states that the number N
1
of its rational points has an upper and
lower bound,
DN
1
!(q#1) D42gJq ;
see, for example, [19, Chap. 4; 20, Corollary 2.14].
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q
equipped with the action of the
Frobenius morphism associated to F
q
. Let & be a linear system de"ned over
F
q
that cuts out on X a simple, not necessarily complete, base-point-free
linear series g2
n
. Let n be the morphism associated to &. Then n(X) is a plane
curve, which may be singular, of degree n de"ned over F
q
, and every
absolutely irreducible plane curve C
n
can be obtained in this way. In the
current context, & is the set of lines of the plane and g2
n
is the linear series cut
out on C
n
by &.
The set of all F
q
-rational points of X turns out to be a subset of the
(possibly larger) set consisting of all places of n (X) centred at F
q
-rational
points. For the size N of the latter set,
N4q#1#(n!1) (n!2)Jq ; (3.1)
see [8, Sects. 2.9, 10.2; 16].
The upper bound (3.1) has proved to be a useful tool in coding theory,
number theory, and "nite geometry. In the study of the spectrum problem for
the sizes of complete arcs in PG (2, q), the inequality (3.1) has found a fruitful
application in Segre’s approach. In fact, Segre obtained (2.8) as a consequence
of (3.1) and Theorem 1.3.
To prove Theorem 1.1, the improvement of (3.1) required is Theorem 1.2.
Now, the necessary theory of algebraic curves is outlined.
3.1. Classical Curves
Let C"C
n
be an absolutely irreducible plane curve of degree n, which is
a (possibly singular) plane model of a projective, geometrically irreducible,
non-singular, algebraic curve X de"ned over F
q
. To each point of X there
corresponds a place or a branch of C; associated to each place is a unique
tangent. If P is a place of C and a is the minimum of the intersection numbers
I(P, lWC) for all lines l through P, then a is the order of P. The tangent l
0
at
P is the unique line for which I(P, l
0
WC)’a and b"I(P, l
0
WC)!a is the
class of P. With respect to the linear system & of lines of PG(2, F1
q
) a point
with order sequence (0, r, s) is viewed as a branch of order a"r and class
b"s!r.
If C is not the locus of the points of in#exion, the order sequence of
a generic point is (0, 1, 2) and C is said to be classical for &.
If C is non-classical, then the order sequence at generic point is (0, 1, pv),
where 14v4h!1 and q"ph [6], and (0, 1, pv) is called the order sequence
of C, or equivalently the order sequence of X , with respect to g2
n
.
For any curve, whether classical or non-classical, only a "nite number of
points have a di!erent order sequence from the generic one.
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q
[X, >] with q"ph and let f (x, y)"0 be a minimal equation of
the curveC. ThenC is non-classical with order sequence (0, 1, pv) if and only if
there exist s, z
0
, z
1
, z
2
3F
q
[X, >] such that
s(X, >) f (X, >)"z
0
(X, >)pv#z
1
(X, >)pvX#z
2
(X, >)pv> ; (3.2)
see [6].
3.2. Frobenius Classical Curves
Let u: PG(2, F1
q
)PPG(2, F1
q
) be the Frobenius collineation given by
(x
0
, x
1
, x
2
)> (xph
0
, xph
1
, xph
2
) .
The curve C is Frobenius classical with respect to g2
n
if the tangent „
P
at
a generic point P does not contain u(P); it is Frobenius non-classical if „
P
does
contain u(P). If the curveC has order sequence (0, 1, pv), then it has Frobenius
order sequence (0, l), where l"1 or pv; then C is Frobenius classical if l"1
and Frobenius non-classical if l"pv.
If the curve C is non-classical with order sequence (0, 1, pv), then C is
Frobenius non-classical with respect to the linear series g2
n
if and only if there
exists t3F
q
[X,>] such that
t(X, >) f (X, >)"z
0
(X, >)#z
1
(X, >)Xph~v#z
2
(X, >)>ph~v ; (3.3)
see [7].
3.3. „he Dual Curve
For a non-singular point of P ofC , let „
P
(C) be the tangent there. LetC@ be
the closure of the image of the smooth part of C de"ned by the Gauss map
p :CPC@, where P>„
P
is given by
P"(x
0
, x
1
, x
2
)> (F
X0
(P), F
X1
(P), F
X2
(P)) ;
the curve C@ is the dual of C. The map p :CPC@ is the product
p"uu , (3.4)
where u :CPPG(2, F1
q
) with image Z is given by
(1, x, y)> (z
0
(x, y), z
1
(x, y), z
2
(x, y)) ,
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re#exive, that is, CAOC , and [F
q
(C): F
q
(C@)]"pv; see [6]. Also, if n(2pn,
then u is a birational isomorphism. In fact, no tangent can be a bitangent.
3.4. „he StoK hr}<oloch „heorem
For the purposes of this paper, it mostly su$ces to consider the case of this
theorem for the series g2
n
; in the last section, the linear series g5
2n
cut out by
conics is also required. For the general case, see [20], or for a summary
[8, Sect. 2.11].
Let (x(t), y(t)) be a primitive representation of a branch of the curve C ,
centred at the point P"(x
0
, y
0
). Then the Frobenius divisor associated to g2
n
is S"&v
P
(S)P, where
v
P
(S)"ord[(x(t)q!x(t)) (D
t
)ly(t)!(y(t)q!y(t)) (D
t
)lx(t)].
and D
t
denotes the Hasse derivative.
The StoK hr}Voloch theorem for g2
n
is obtained by "nding an estimate for the
degree of S.
THEOREM 3.1. ‚et X be an irreducible, non-singular, projective, algebraic
curve of genus g de,ned over F
q
. If there exists onX a linear series g2
n
of degree
n and dimension 2 without base points and with Frobenius order sequence (0, l),
then
+ v
P
(S)"(2g!2)l#(q#2)n.
Since v
P
(S)52 for any branch centred at an F
q
-rational point, the theorem
has the following corollary.
COROLLARY 3.2. ‚et C
n
be an absolutely irreducible, plane, algebraic curve
of degree n and genus g de,ned over F
q
. „hen the number N of all places centred
at an F
q
-rational point satis,es
N41
2
Mn(n!3)l#(q#2)nN .
The StoK hr}Voloch theorem for the series g5
2n
on C
n
implies the following
result.
PROPOSITION 3.3. For a generic point P of C
n
, let e
0
, e
1
, e
2
, e
3
, e
4
, e
5
, be the
possible intersection numbers of conics with C
n
at P. „hen
N41
5
Mn(n!3) (e
2
#e
3
#e
4
#e
5
)#(q#5)2nN .
For some examples and further references, see [8, Sect. 2.11].
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Now, Theorem 1.2 will be proved. So assume that N
0
5n(q#2!n). It
will be shown that C
n
is a Hermitian curve.
The linear system of lines of PG(2, F1
q
) cuts out on C
n
a linear series g2
n
, not
necessarily complete, for which C
n
has order sequence (0, 1, e) and Frobenius
order sequence (0, l). Now apply Theorem 3.1; this gives
2n(q#2!n)42N
0
4l(2g!2)#(q#2)n4ln(n!3)#(q#2)n ,
whence
n5q#2#3l
l#2 . (4.1)
Henceforth assume that condition (1.1) holds. Since e4n and l4e , it
follows from (1.1) that l(2Jq . Also l’1, and hence l is a power of p. This
further implies that l4Jq . Hence, we wish to show that equality holds; that
is, l"Jq .
If equality does not hold, then l4(Jq)/p for q square and l4Jq/p for
q non-square. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2, q is square for p"2, 3;
so l41
2
Jq . From (4.1), it follows that n52Jq!4, which can be bettered
to n52Jq!2 for q416; this contradicts (1.1). Thus, l"Jq . Since l’1,
it also follows that l"e. The following result has therefore been established.
PROPOSITION 4.1. „he curve C
n
has the following properties with respect to
the linear series g2
n
cut out by lines:
(i) it is non-classical with order sequence (0, 1, Jq) ;
(ii) it is Frobenius non-classical with order sequence (0, Jq) .
In terms of equations, this can be expressed, as in (3.2) and (3.3), by the
existence of polynomials s, t, z
0
, z
1
, z
2
in F
q
[X, >] such that
s(X, >) f (X, >)"z
0
(X, >)Jq#z
1
(X, >)JqX#z
2
(X, >)Jq> ; (4.2)
t(X, >) f (X, >)"z
0
(X, >)#z
1
(X, >)XJq#z
2
(X, >)>Jq. (4.3)
Let C@ be the dual curve of C
n
. With u as in (3.4), let Z be the image of
C
n
under u. Equation (4.2) also illustrates (3.4). The fundamental properties
of Z are established in the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 4.2. (i) „he curve Z is a plane, non-singular model of C
n
;
(ii) it is non-classical with respect to the linear series g2
n
cut out by lines
and has order sequence (0, 1, Jq);
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n
and has order sequence
(0, Jq).
Proof. First it will be shown that u induces a birational isomorphism
from Z to C
n
. Suppose the contrary. Then consider the linear series asso-
ciated to u, namely the series cut out on C
n
by the linear system
j
0
z
0
(X, >)#j
1
z
1
(X, > )#j
2
z
2
(X, > ) .
This series would contain an involution, and then the tangent to C
n
at
a generic point P would also be tangent at another point P@. This would give
an intersection number of at least 2e"2Jq with C
n
, contradicting (1.1).
Now, it will be shown that every branch of Z is linear. Given a place P of
the function "eld F
q
(C
n
) , take a primitive representation of the branch
c associated to P, where x (t), y(t)3F1
q
[[t]], where t is a local parameter, and
where P
0
"(x
0
, y
0
) is the centre of c:
x"x(t)"x
0
#x
1
t#2#x
k
tk#2,
(4.4)
y"y(t)"y
0
#y
1
t#2#y
k
tk#2.
With z
i
(t)"z
i
(x(t), y (t)) for i"0, 1, 2, let e
P
be the multiplicity of the
Jacobian of C at P; that is,
e
P
"minMI(P, CWMj
0
z
0
(t)#j
1
z
1
(t)#j
2
z
2
(t)N)N
as (j
0
, j
1
, j
2
) varies in PG(2, F1
q
). Further, with m
i
(t)"t~ePz
i
(t) for i"0, 1, 2,
a primitive representation of the branch c@ of C associated to P is
(m
0
(t), m
1
(t), m
2
(t)).
From (4.2),
z
0
(t)Jq#z
1
(t)Jqx(t)#z
2
(t)Jqy(t)"0,
whence
m
0
(t)Jq#m
1
(t)Jqx(t)#m
2
(t)Jqy(t)"0. (4.5)
When the expansion of m
i
(t) is written in the form
m
i
(t)"k(0)
i
#k(1)
i
t#2#k(k)
i
tk#2,
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[(k(0)
0
)Jq#(k(0)
1
)Jqx(t)#(k(0)
2
)Jqy(t)]
#tJq[(k(1)
0
)Jq#(k(1)
1
)Jqx(t)#(k(1)
2
)Jqy(t)]
#2 (4.6)
#tkJq[(k(k)
0
)Jq#(k(k)
1
)Jqx(t)#(k(k)
2
)Jqy(t)]
#2"0;
here ((k(0)
0
)Jq, (k(0)
1
)Jq, (k(0)
2
)Jq) is the centre of the branch c@. This shows that
the line l with equation
(k(0)
0
)JqX
0
#(k(0)
1
)JqX
1
#(k(0)
2
)JqX
2
"0 (4.7)
meets C
n
in c with multiplicity at least Jq .
Suppose that there is another branch ofZwith the same centre. This point
would then absorb at least 2Jq intersections lWC
n
, contradicting (1.1).
Now suppose that c@ is a non-linear branch. Then k(1)
i
"0 for i"0, 1, 2,
and Eq. (4.6) implies
[(k(0)
0
)Jq#(k(0)
1
)Jqx(t)#(k(0)
2
)Jqy(t)]
#t2Jq[(k(2)
0
)Jq#(k(2)
1
)Jqx(t)#(k(2)
2
)Jqy(t)]
#2 (4.8)
#tkJq[(k(k)
0
)Jq#(k(k)
1
)Jqx(t)#(k(k)
2
)Jqy(t)]
#2"0
This shows that the line l given by (4.7) meets C
n
in c@ with multiplicity at
least 2Jq . But this is impossible, since (1.1) and BeH zout’s theorem contradict
this. This proves (i).
To prove (ii) and (iii), since e
P
O0 except for a "nite number of places,
assume that e
P
"0 for a generic place P. From (4.3),
z
0
(t)#z
1
(t)x(t)Jq#z
2
(t)y(t)Jq"0.
Let m
j
"xJq
j
, g
j
"yJq
j
for j"0, 1, 2 Then
z
0
(t)#m
0
z
1
(t)#g
0
z
2
(t)#tJq [m
1
z
1
(t)#g
1
z
2
(t)]#2
#tkJq[m
k
z
1
(t)#g
k
z
2
(t)]#2"0.
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0
#m
0
X
1
#g
0
X
2
"0 is
the tangent to Z at the centre P@"(z
0
(0), z
1
(0), z
2
(0)) of c@, since
I(P@, c@Wl)5Jq . This proves (ii).
To prove (iii), let uC be the Frobenius morphism of Cn
induced by the
Frobenius collineation u, and let the place uC(P) be the image of the place P.
A primitive representation of the corresponding branch uC(c) is given by the
image of c under the Frobenius collineation u:
x"xN (t)"xJq
0
#xJq
1
t#2#xJq
k
tk#2,
(4.9)
y"yN (t)"yJq
0
#yJq
1
t#2#yJq
k
tk#2.
With zN
i
(t)"z
i
(xN (t), yN (t)) for i"0, 1, 2, the triple (zN
0
(t), zN
1
(t), zN
2
(t)) is a primitive
representation of the branch uC(c@). Since zi(x(t), y(t))q"zi(xN (tq), yN (tq)), from
(4.3) it follows that
zN
0
(tq)#zN
1
(tq)x(t)Jq#zN
2
(tq)y(t)Jq"0.
Hence
zN
0
(tq)#m
0
zN
1
(tq)#g
0
zN
2
(tq)#t[zN
0
(tq)#m
1
zN
1
(tq)#g
1
zN
2
(tq)]#2
#tk[zN
0
(tq)#m
k
zN
1
(tq)#g
k
zN
2
(tq)]#2"0.
Therefore, ord[zN
0
(tq)#m
0
zN
1
(tq)#g
0
zN
2
(tq)]’0 and so ord[zN
0
(t)#m
0
zN
1
(t)
#g
0
zN
2
(t)]’0. This shows that the tangent line l to Z at P@ also passes
through the centre uC (P@)"(z0(0)q, z1(0)q, z2(0)q) of uC(c@). This "nishes the
proof of (iii) and the proposition.
PROPOSITION 4.3. „he curve Z is birationally isomorphic to the Hermitian
curve U
2,q
.
Proof. By a result of Hefez and Voloch [7, Proposition 6], the curve
U
2,q
is the birationally unique, plane curve satisfying the three properties of
Proposition 4.2.
PROPOSITION 4.4. „he curve C
n
is birationally isomorphic to the Hermitian
curve U
2,q
.
Proof. Again by [7, Proposition 6], and noting the properties (i) and (ii) of
Proposition 4.1, it su$ces to show that C
n
is non-singular.
Given a place of P of the function "eld F
q
(C
n
), it follows from (4.3) and (4.5)
that
m
0
(t)#m
0
m
1
(t)#g
0
m
2
(t)#tJq[m
1
m
1
(t)#g
1
m
2
(t)]#2
#tkJq[m
k
m
1
(t)#g
k
m
2
(t)]#2"0.
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1
"y
1
"0, which would
imply that ord[m
0
(t)#m
0
m
1
(t)#g
0
m
2
(t)]52Jq; that is, the line l with
equation X
0
#m
0
X
1
#g
0
X
2
"0 would have intersection multiplicity at
least 2Jq with the branch c@ of Z, contradicting Proposition 4.3, according
to which the degree ofZ is Jq#1. If the point (1, m
0
, g
0
) were also the centre
of another branch d of C
n
, then l would be a bitangent of Z, which would
therefore have degree at least 2Jq, a contradiction as before. This means that
each point of C
n
is the centre of a single linear branch. Thus C
n
is non-
singular.
Remark 4.5. In the proof of Proposition 4.1 we have only used the
condition (1.1) in a weaker form, namely n(2Jq. Hence the following result
holds.
COROLLARY 4.6. Suppose that n(2Jq and that the curve C
n
has the
following properties with respect to the linear series g2
n
cut out by the lines:
(i) it is non-classical with order sequence (0, 1, Jq);
(ii) it is Frobenius non-classical with order sequence (0, Jq).
„hen n"Jq#1 and C
n
is a Hermitian curve.
Now, Theorem 1.2 follows from Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 4.6.
Remark 4.7. Theorem 1.2 is better than the Hasse}Weil bound (3.1) for
n in the interval given by Jq#1(n(2Jq!6.
5. COMPLETE ARCS
THEOREM5.1. ‚etK be a complete arc in PG (2, q), with q"2h, q516 and
q square, such that
k’G
q!2Jq#6 for q564,
q!2Jq#4"12 for q"16.
„hen one of the following holds:
(i) k"q!Jq#1;
(ii) k"q#2.
Proof. As in Theorem 1.3, let ! be the curve of degree t"q#2!k
associated toK, and let C
n
be an absolutely irreducible component of !. The
case t"0 may be disregarded in the rest of the proof.
First, it will be shown that C
n
is de"ned over F
q
. Let C@
n
be the image of
C
n
under the Frobenius collineation u. Since every F
q
-rational point of C
n
is
also a point of C@
n
, the two curves have at least nk"n(q#2!t) points in
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n
is F
q
-rational,
unless n25nk. This inequality implies that n5k. Since t5n, also
q#2!k5k; but this contradicts that k’q!2Jq#6.
Finally, we show that C
n
"!. For, if not, then
2n4t"q#2!k(q#2!(q!2Jq#6)"2Jq!4
and n(Jq!2. Hence, the intersection multiplicity of a tangent to C
n
satis-
"es l41
2
Jq. So, from Theorem 3.1 applied to the series g2
n
cut out on C
n
by
the lines of the plane,
nk4N41
2
Mn(n!3)l#(q#2)nN ;
so
2k4(n!3)l#(q#2).
Now, apply the conditions k’q!2Jq#6, n(Jq!2, l41
2
Jq:
2(q!2Jq#6)(2k4(Jq!5)1
2
Jq#q#2,
whence
4(q!2Jq#6)((Jq!5)Jq#2(q#2),
and
q!3Jq#20(0,
a contradiction. Hence n"t and C
n
"!.
Now, Theorem 1.2 can be applied. Since k’q!2Jq#6, so
t"q#2!k(2Jq!4. Hence, by Theorem 1.2, the number of rational
simple points N
0
of C
n
satis"es N
0
4t(q#2!t). Since there are t(q#2!t)
tangents to K, so N
0
5t(q#2!t). Hence N
0
"t(q#2!t) and again by
Theorem 1.2, C
n
is Hermitian and t"Jq#1, which is case (i).
6. THE CURVE THROUGH A UNITAL
In PG(2, q), a Hermitian arc or embedded unital K@ is a set of qJq#1
points such that every line meetsK@ in 1 or Jq#1 points. A classical unital
is the set of rational points of a Hermitian curve U
2,q
given by
XJq‘1#>Jq‘1#ZJq‘1 .
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hout}Metz unitals arising from a quadric of PG (3, Jq). In terms of PG (2, q)
such a unital can be described as follows. Let g(X, >) be a quadratic from
irreducible over FJq , and let a3FqCFJq be such that g(a,!1)O0. Let
a6 "aJq , and de"ne the polynomial G of degree 2Jq as follows:
G(X, >, Z)"g(aN XZJq~1!aXJq , XJq!XZJq~1)
#(aN !a)ZJq (>Jq!>ZJq~1) .
Then the rational zeros of G form a unital B; see [8, Sect. 12.3, 9, Sect. 17.7].
So the curves of the Buekenhout}Metz unitals arising from a quadric of
PG(3, Jq) have degrees Jq#1 and 2Jq .
THEOREM 6.1. ‚et K@ be a unital in PG(2, q), with q"ph and square, and
suppose that C
n
is an absolutely irreducible curve of degree n de,ned over F
q
passing through all the points of K@. If (a) q"p2 or (b) q"16 or (c) p517
with h54, then one of the following holds:
(i) K@ is a classical unital and C
n
is a Hermitian curve;
(ii) n’2Jq!4.
Proof. To prove the theorem, suppose that n42Jq!4. Since l4e and
e4n, so l4Jq. In the case that l"Jq, the result follows from Corollary
4.6.
Suppose, therefore, that l(Jq ; then l4Jq/p. If l"1, then Theorem
3.1 applied to the linear series g2
n
cut out by lines on C
n
gives the following:
qJq#14N41
2
Mn(n!3)l#(q#2)nN
41
2
M(2Jq!4)(2Jq!7)#(q#2)(2Jq!4)N
"(Jq!2)(q#2Jq!5).
Hence Jq41, a contradiction.
Therefore, p4l4Jq/p and e"l. Let g5
2n
be the linear series cut out by
conics on C
n
. Using degenerate conics through a generic point of C
n
, it
follows immediately that the possible intersection numbers with conics are as
follows:
(e
0
, e
1
, e
2
, e
3
, e
4
, e
5
)"(0, 1, 2, l, l#1, 2l) .
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2
#e
3
#e
4
#e
5
44l#3. So Proposition 3.3
applied to g5
2n
gives the following:
qJq#14N41
5
Mn(n!3) (4l#3)#(q#5)2nN
41
5
(2Jq!4)M(2Jq!7)#(4Jq/p#3)#2(q#5)N .
Hence,
qJq416qJq/p!88q/p#4q!46Jq#112Jq/p#39;
this is false for (a), (b), (c). This completes the proof.
For characterizations of Hermitian curves as algebraic curves, see also
[12, 17].
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